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This pamphlet represents an attempt to give you a small
sample of the kinds of things dealt with in the book
"MAINSPRING -tlte
story olltuman progrwuwltat if mec1111 fo you and me and ltow NOT fo prevertl if."
But even as a sample It is quite in·
adequate, because Maif!fPring is a
full length book and it's a difficult
book to review- or even to classify.
In a sense, It might be called a
grassroots history, except that most
histories stress war and conflidsrather than the causes of war and
wftat might be done to prevent war.
Mainspring attempts to reverse
the usual procedure. It digs be·
neath the surface and tries to find
what can be learned from history,
as bearing on the effective use of
human energy in advancing progress
-as against the MIS-use of human
energy which retards progress and
leads to the destrudion of life as
well as wealth.
From first to last, Mainspring is a
story of people- their faiths, their
hopes, their ambitions, their aspira·
tions. And it Is also a story of their
accomplishments, from the days of
the ancient caveman on down to and
through the present time - with an

exciting chapter on the almost-for·
gotten Saracens and how they paved
the way for the development of a
New World.
It gives interesting, Intimate and
little known sidelights on the progress
of science and Invention and traces
the origin of modern mass produc·
tion to an unsung genius who lived in
the 1600's-more than a century
before the time of Eli Whitney.
But the major emphasis is on
another and far greater inventionwithout which mass production would
never have been possible. It's not the
wheel, nor the steam engine, nor the
printing press. It's more modern than
any of these and lar more important.
It is a distinctly American inven·
tion, but few can name it and even
fewer appreciate its full significance.
This little pamphlet gives a pretty
good hint, but to get the whys and
wherefores of the real story you'll
have to read the complete book.
(continued on inside bade cover)
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" How much information does it contain?"
" How important

is

the

information?"

" How much time and effort will it take
for me to absorb it?"
A s a buyer and reader of books, I've often had
the feeling that they should be priced -not so much
on the basis of size and verbiage -but in terms of
their effectiveness from the standpoint of conveying
maximum information and stimulation, in minimum
reading time .
In other words , there should be more emphasis
on conserving the time and mental energy of the
reader -as against burdening him with more words
and more pages -per dollar!
In the olden days when, with hammer and chisel,
an author laboriously carved his thoughts on a slab
of stone, there was considerable incentive to make
every word count for something and to cut down on
the surplus verbiage before "going to press" . . ..
Maybe that's why so much ancient writing has stood
the test of time down through the centuries!
But advances in the printing arts - the ease with
which type may be set - and the remarkable skill
of modern type designers in crowding more and
more words in less and less space -such progress
has greatly reduced the incentive for careful and
painstaking work at the writing end.

The book MAINSPRING represents an effort to
make things as easy as possible for the readerspending more time on the writing - in the hope of
saving time and effort at the reading end.
The 16-page Digest condensation goes even further along that line. I am reluctant to admit how
long it took to develop the final product. Bob Irwin
and I worked on it, off and on, for over a year trying out various versions on average run-o-mine
readers and getting their critical appraisal.
In the beginning it looked as though the Digest
was going to be a 32-page booklet of about 10,000
words. Reading time 45 minutes . Price 25 cents.
Then, setting our goal at a million circulation,
we reasoned that every minute that could be cut off
the reading time would represent a saving of over
16,000 hours in the aggregate.
With that line of thought as an incentive -by
rewriting and reediting time and time again -and by
using pictures and typographical emphasis to help
carry the story -we finally got it boiled down to
1, 812 words, which means that you can read it in
less than 10 minutes.
But the Digest is in no sense a substitute for
the full-length book. It's only a thought starter based almost entirely on the first chapter of the
book itself.
If you like the Digest you'll
book much more!
HENRY
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and how NOT to prevent
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Why have men died of hunger for six thousand years ?

Why don't we?
Those are the basic questions dealt with in MAINSPRING
"' -but the attempt to find the answers leads into a wide range
'tj of subjects as indicated by the following :

...

Cll

"'

Cll

Who invented ZERO (0) and why?
SeepaAe 86
What simple invention contributed
most to our national wealth?
See paAe 200

"' How old is the idea of Communism?
See paAes 23, 31
!'!
0

A!

!'!

What's the difference between a
Republic and a Democracy?
See paAes 163, 164
Which of the 13 Colonies was set
up on an all-out totalitarian basis?
See paAes 134-136
How and why do dictators happen
to get that way ?
See paAe 17

..o

What is the greatest of a ll our
modern inventions? See paAe 203

<II
'tj

Who really discovered America?
See paAe 115

"'

Cll

1:::>

What's the origin of the phrase
"pin money" ?
See paAe 195
Who was the great-grandfather of
mass production?
See paAe 182
What's the one best way to pick
a genius?
See paAe 210
Who built a steamboat 100 years
ahead of Fulton?
See paAe 192
What was the " best seller" in 1776?
See paAe 155
Who invented the original recipe
for our American sense of humor?
See paAe :10:1
What is the real cause of war?
See paAe 34
Why has e very effort to stop war
always failed?
See paAe 227
What is our " Maginot Line"?
See paAe 69

What is the one sure-fire formula for personal security?
See page 225

*====================================
Especially appropriate for gift purposes - to relatives, friends,
business associates, employes, customers, club leaders, clergymen,
school teachers, students, doctors, lawyers, public officials, etc.

"The reader never learned so much so merrily
says Rose Wtlder Lane .
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this planet that we call the earth has
been inhabited by human beings not
basically different from ourselves. Their
desire to live has been just as strong as
ours. They have had at least as much
physical energy as the average person
of today and among them have been
men and women of great intelligence.

But for six thousand years, most human
beings have gone hungry.
Down through the ages, famines have
always killed multitudes. Countless millions, struggling unsuccessfully to keep
bare life in wretched bodies, have died
young, in misery and squalor, and still
do over most of this earth.
Why have men died of hunger
for six thousand years?
Why don't we?
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Why did they walk and carry goods
and other men on their sweating backs,
for six thousand years - then suddenly,
in one small part of the world, we find
a condition of progress, prosperity and
general well-being surpassing the fondest
dreams of all preceding ages ?

i

Why did families eke out a meagre :'
existence for six thousand years, living
in floorless hovels, without windows or ·
chimneys?
Then, after three generations, we in
America take floors, chimneys, and glass
windows for granted - and regard electric lights, running water, porcelain toilets and window screens, as minimum
necessities of life !
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Why did workers go barefoot, in rags,
with mangy skins and lousy hair and
unwashed teeth for six thousand years,
and then here, in one brief centurywe revel in lipsticks, nylon hose, shower
baths, safety razors, ice cream sodas and
permanent waves ?
- It's incredible -if we would but pause
to reflect!
Swiftly, in less than a hundred years,
Americans have conquered the darkness
of niAht-from pine knots and candles to
kerosene lamps, to gas jets, then electric
bulbs, neon lights, fluorescent tubes.
We have created astounding defenses
against weather-from fireplace and
stove to furnaces, radiators, automatic
burners, insulation, and air-conditioning.
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We have made stupendous attacks on

space: from oxcarts, rafts and canoes

- to railroads, steamboats, streetcars,
subways, automobiles, motor trucks, .. .
busses, airplanes- and attacks on time
through telegraph, telephone, and radio.
We have moved from back-breaking
drudgery into the modern age of power,
substituting steam, electricity and gasoline for the brawn of man -and finding
ways for subduing to human uses the
infinitesimal tininess within the structure of the atom - tapping a new source
of power so vast that it bids fair to
dwarf anything that has sane before!

The list could be expanded indefinitely.
And along with it all, Americans have
outdistanced the world in the spread of

:·.· .
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literacy, enlightenment, health,
ity,
well-being and goodwill
toward others.
Three generations- grandfather to
grandson-have created these wonders
surpassing the utmost imaginings of all
previous time.
How did it come about?
How can it be explained?

Just what has been responsible for this
unprecedented burst of progress which
has so quickly transformed a hostile
wilderness into the most prosperous
and advanced country that the world
has ever known ?
Maybe the best way to find the answer
is first to rule out some of the factors
that were NOT responsible:
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To say that it's because of our natural
resources is hardly the answer.
The same rich resources were here back
when the mound builders held forth. We
Americans have
no m.onopoly on iron,
coal, copper, alummum, zmc, lead or other
materials. Such things have always been
available to human beings.
China, India, Russia, Africa,
have
great natural resources- and it might
be observed in passing that two thousand years ago when Julius Caesar
marched west into Gaul, Europe itself
was a rich and virgin wilderness inhabited by a few roving savages much the
same as here in America a couple of
centuries ago.
fs it because we work harder?
Again the answer is ''NO" because in most
nations the people work much harder on
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Can it be that we are a people of inherent
superiority?
.That sounds good in after-dinner oratory
and goes over big at election time, but
the argument is without foundation.
Can it be that we have more energymental and physical - than the other
peoples of the world?

That's not the answer either, but

it's getting pretty close!
We are not endowed with any superior
energy- either mental or physical-but
it is a fact that we, in these United States
of America, have made more effective
use of our human energies than any
other people on the face of the globeanywhere or at any time!
That ' s the answer- the REAL answer
and the ONLY answer.
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It's a very simple answer. Perhaps too
simple to be readily accepted, but the
fact remains that human beings survive
on this earth only because their energy
constantly converts other forms of
energy to human needs and constantly
attacks the non-human energies that
are dangerous to human life.
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Some people know this: Doctors
. .J.
nurses, farmers, sailors, construction
engineers, weather forecasters, telephone · -- :- - -- ···.·
linemen, airplane pilots, railroad men,
truck drivers, miners -all the front-line
fighters who protect human life and
keep the modem world existing. Such
people stand the brunt of the struggle,
and enable the rest of us to forget.
But it's important that we do not forget
because when we do forget there is the

The full-length book "Mainspring" expands on all the

Read inside lr4
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danger of being misled by false ideas
based
wishful thinking.

on

There is no short-cut. The only way to
create wealth is by applying human
energy to natural resources. In fact,
when you come right down to it, nothing
is a natural resoprce until after men
have found ways to make it useful to
human beinss. •

So it is not natural resources but the
uses that men make of natural resources
that really count. It all comes back to
the matter of applying human ener:gy
to the things and forces of nature and
the plain fact is that here in America
human energy has operated more effectively than anywhere else.
The question is "WHY?" and the answer
is because each person has had freedom

nts and ties them in with practical present day problems.

ul &adc covers
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of opportunity to apply his energy,
imagination and inventive ability to " the creation of new things- with the
chance of sharing in the fruits of his
•
1
extra effort.
\'
From the earliest dawn of mankind,
the progress of any nation or people has
been in proportion to the freedom of
the individual citizen.
The discovery that men are free is the
greatest discovery of all time -and it
is essentially a religious concept.
According to the fragmentary records
it dates back to Abraham. Up to that
time-and even since that time-most
of the people on earth believed that
they were at the mercy of prankish
gods-and that there was no use trying
to improve their conditions.

\·
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But Abraham challenged the fatalistic
superstitions. He denied the existence
of the pagan gods. He insisted that
each individual was responsible for his
own acts and accountable to the One
and only God -which is the God of
Truth and Rightness.
Christ expanded on these teachings with
emphasis on the principle of voluntary
cooperation -or the brotherhood of
man.

History, since the time of Christ, is
largely a record of conflict and compromise between paganism and freedom.
But it was not until the founding of the
United States that the Christian principles of individual freedom, self-faith
and personal responsibility were used
as the basis of a political structure.
-

--1
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The American Revolutionists had grown
tired of arbitrary authority. They had
come to the conclusion that a government governs best which governs least.
So instead of trying to rule people's
lives through force and fear, our country
was set up with the idea of giving free
rein to personal initiative, and limiting
the power of government to the bare
essentials so that the individual citizen
was hardly conscious of any government at all as long as he stuck to his
knitting and didn't encroach on the
freedom of others.
This was a reversal of the Old World
traditions which were based on the
theory that man must be held subservient to some all-powerful authorityand that a government, to be effective,
must have the say-so over the individual
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acts of its citizens and plan their daily
lives for them.
It's a nice sounding theory-easy to lay
out on paper and most alluring to the
visionaries of all ages- but it overlooks
two very important facts: FIRST, that
human initiative is the source of all
progress and SECOND, that human
initiative is a spontaneous individual
trait which cannot be forced from
without.
Only an individual human being
can generate human energy.
Only an individual human being
can exercise efficient control over
the energy that he generates.

From this it follows that only free men,
cooperating in a free and friendly environment, can make full and effective
use of their abilities -their initiative,

14

their imagination and creative faculties.
The American Revolutionists recognized that man is a free agent -that
the state should be the servant rather
than the master -and that the highest
purpose of government is to protect ti!U.•
personal liberty.
They started a revolution-not just a
revolution against one king -that was
only incidental. It was a revolution
against the Old World concept of the
individual being a slave to the state.
They fought, they starved, they froze
and died in support of their convictions.
They created an entirely new kind of
government which would have no powers that free men did not grant it, and
they bequeathed to future generations

15

1·1 I 1 • 1 the tools for restricting and controlling
I I the use of force and coercion in human
IIc.r=- - affairs•

uJ.J.!.'
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1J; The result was a tremendous outburst
1; / of

energy, personal initiative, imagination and creative effort the like of which
the world had never known -and which
has made the great-grandchildren of
these revolutionary leaders the most
prosperous and powerful people on the
face of the globe.
Here in this Republic, only 7"/o of the
earth's population has created more new
wealth than all the other 2,0 10,000,000
people in the rest of the world - and
the benefits of this great wealth have
been more widely distributed than in
other country - or at any other time.
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MANY OF

us WHO ARE ONLY FAMILIAR

with this, our own new world, are quite
naturally inclined to take such accomplishments for granted and with leisure
time on our hands, we find ·it easy to
visualize a much better world - as can
any honest person.
Our country is far from perfect, but
when we imagine that a short-cut to the
millennium lies in the direction of substituting governmental control and centralized authority in the place of selfreliance and individual responsibility,
we are falling into the ancient old world
delusion which, for over 6,000 years,
has
human
and kept
the vast majority of people underfed,
underclothed, embroiled in wars and
surrounded by famine and pestilence.
-h. g. w.
The foregoing is only a DIGEST of
the full-length 228-page book
Read inside covers

Regarding full-length book- anJ how to get it
Mainspring is a new kind of booka streamlined story-maximum in·
formation with minimum reading time
-plus an entertainment value that
puts it almost in the class of a fastmoving mystery thriller.
It was written at white heat, by
a business man who has the knack of
writing for busy people. His name
is Henry Grady Weaver. As head of
Customer Research for a large auto·
mobile manufacturer he has for years
specialized in the dramatization of
difficult subjects.
Mainspring is his f1rst full length
book and it is written with the same
terse clarity, directness and amia·
bility that have made his pamphlets
and questionnaires popular with
millions of motorists.
Inspired by Rose Wilder lane's
"Discovery of Freedom," it throws
light on lots of problems that are
plaguing the postwar world, and
traces them back to the age old con·
flict between Pagan fatalism and
Christian freedom.
But you should be warned that it
gets into highly controversial sub·
jects-and leads to certain conclusions that are contrary to some of
the present day thinking.

It's not to be expected that you
will agree with everything in it.
(There's really not much point in
reading a book that merely confirms
one's own convictions.)
But whether you agree or disagree,
we believe you'll f1nd it exciting
and stimulating-or at least interesting-or at the very least DIFFERENT!
Mainspring is a full-length book.
228 pages, printed in bold legible
type, on good quality paper. Flatopening binding, stout paper cover,
with modernistic, two-color design. M
26 illustrations by Robert F. Irwin
who designed this Digest pamphlet.
It may be ordered direct from the -:l
publisher: $1.00 a copy; 6 for $5.00 ;
25 copies for $20.00; 50 for $37.50;
100 copies for $70.00; 200 for $136;
300 copies for $195; 500 for $300.
Maybe you'd also like some extra
copies of this little pamphlet for dis·
tribution to friends, relatives, club ,:::1
members, customers, business asso·
ciates, employes, etc. If so, they may
be had: Three copies for 25 cents.
Fifteen copies for $1.00. One hundred copies for $6.00.
But please specify whether you
are ordering the DIGEST-or the
full length BOOK-or maybe both!
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